
 
 

Home 
 

Vincent had always thought he was better than us, whether it was due to his branded 

suits, sufficient pallor, flashy cars or his loose curls; regardless of our uncertainty as to 

how he acquired this egoism, we nonetheless knew it as a truth as unshakeable as the 

sling that took Goliath. We had grown accustomed to being seen as pickneys, and to 

even think about promotions, or indeed anything that offered any semblance of 

permanence to our positions in that godforsaken place, would have been utterly 

ludicrous. So it was no surprise to me when Vincent, who had been at the hotel for just 

ten months, was made manager, whilst I, who had endured five years all the while 

remaining in the same position, witnessed the authentication of this rahtid tradition 

once again. So there I sat, and watched the eediat take office.  

“Watch him nuh! ‘im gwan like him shit don’t stink” 

“That’s because it doesn’t Richard”, Vincent smirked; their eyes met with equal disgust 

but Vincent’s lingered longer, the usual smug pretence imprinted in his stance. 

“Make sure you get rid of all those stains, son”,  he said sprinkling the routine amount of 

spite upon others as he lightly tapped him on the shoulder.  

The clenching of Richard’s jaw stifled the quick retort that swiftly arose, more than 

eager to cuss his clart. 

“Leave it man”, he nodded at me gently, though his nose flared. 

“Yes sir”. 

 

I dug my fingernails deeper into the remnants of ackee and saltfish churning in the sink 

as it swirled and twirled around, only to meet the static burger and fries debris 

stubbornly clogging up the vacuum.  

 

Watching Vincent suck ass is our favourite pastime; the cretin follows investors like a 

lapdog, giggling after every comment and doing everything he can to prove his [lack of] 

intelligence. Though we were yet to learn that those foreigners were only mere 

prototypes in preparation for today, where Vincent’s scheme of adulation was in full 

force. Our faces pressed against the streaky window, grasping onto any vestige of the 
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conversation that we could, Richard and I waited with bated breath trying to decipher 

the sense amongst his impassioned clownery. An imbecile in his entirety is truly a sight 

to behold; we were so taken aback by his enthralled infatuation, I almost missed the 

topic of discussion, a new 'development opportunity' in Runaway Bay. 

 

Although I’ve mastered the art of subdued silence, my internal college-educated self 

weeps everytime I’m on hands and knees at three o’clock in the morning, scrubbing at a 

life that could have been mine whilst paid overtime is an unsighted dream. All for 

people who lack the decency to even learn my name, yet by this point I’m not in any 

position to complain, being reduced to “boy”  has become a compliment, in comparison 

to the clicking and pointing.  

 

“Yes, it’s a residential area but I've already got signatures from half the scu-sorry locals 

on the street wh...” 

 

I examined Vincent carefully searching for even a scrimmage of remorse or shame, or 

something, a reason for me to hold even a fragment of respect for the man. I had hoped 

that my glaring scrutiny would threaten his calm, force him to recognise his 

responsibility; alas his eyes did not even flicker with regret. 

 

Weakened by exhaustion, I staggered to the end of the road carefully storing within my 

memories Ms. Nancy’s peeling cherry paint, the clanging chain of Mr Winston’s guard 

dogs as they galloped across the lawn, the blinking lantern which scattered its feeble 

light on the whole street before I reached my crumbling porch. 

 

“Ah wha time yu call dis?” 

 

She rolled her eyes as I stumbled into the room, tears of anger obscuring my vision; I 

lost myself in the tenderness of home as a plate of steaming red pea soup drifted 

towards me, the aroma filling the room and spilling into my dampened clothes diluting 

the stench of sweat from the day. The fatigue diminished the sound of my mother’s 

voice, but I noticed her stroking my hand, her skin gently brushing against each crevice 
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along my fingers, her eyes pleading; a rare sign of affection which caused me to regain 

focus slightly. 

 

My eyes caught a flash of white in the otherwise dim room. There on the table lay the 

familiar 'development opportunity’ contract. I could tell the cheap paper from across 

the room, and immediately recognised the logo on the cover, picking out the outline of 

the hotel where I work amongst the computer generated condos projected to overtake 

this very house. Corners tattered, indented fingerprints and already a fateful scribble 

on the dotted line.  

 

As I charged out the house my balance wavered and the chase had begun between 

myself and my verity; each faltering step a pitiful attempt to remain upright. The fight 

continued until I found myself following the sweet falsetto of the blowing wind, the 

briny scent, the muffled giggles of late night streakers. A lucid moon glistened on the 

water, my illuminated reflection jolted by the seething water. Unable to restore calm to 

the chaos before me, I waited for the fragments to coalesce into a whole once more. 

Yet the jerking current granted me an irrational serenity; with each passing gush my 

anger softened leaving me with a handful of sodden sand clinging onto each finger.  
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